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I

n his book, Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer, C.S. Lewis points out that when we create a divide between secular
and sacred, whether theoretical or practical, that we're on dangerous ground. All of life is to be lived for God and thus
one could say that all of life is religious. Lewis writes,
I can well understand how a man who is trying to love God and his neighbour should come to dislike the
very word religion; a word, by the way, which hardly ever appears in the New Testament. Newman makes
my blood run cold when he says in one of the Parochial and Plain
Sermons that Heaven is like a church because, in both, 'one single
sovereign subject—religion—is brought before us." He forgets
that there is no temple in the new Jerusalem.
He has substituted religion for God—as if navigation were substituted for arrival, or battle for victory, or wooing for marriage, or in
general the means for the end. But even in this present life, there is
danger in the very concept of religion. It carries the suggestion that
this is one more department of life, an extra department added to
the economic, the social, the intellectual, the recreational, and all
the rest. But that whose claims are infinite can have no standing as
a department. Either it is an illusion or else our whole life falls
under it. We have no non-religious activities; only religious and
irreligious.
Religion, nevertheless, appears to exist as a department, and in
some ages, to thrive as such. It thrives partly because there exists in
many people a 'love of religious observances,' which I think
Simone Weil is quite right in regarding as a merely natural taste. There exists also—Vidler is rather good
on this—the delight in religious (as in any other) organisation. Then all sorts of aesthetic, sentimental,
historical, political interests are drawn in. Finally sales of work, the parish magazine, and bell-ringing, and
Santa Claus.
None of them bad things. But none of them is necessarily of more spiritual value than the activities we
call secular. And they are infinitely dangerous when this is not understood. This department of life,
labelled 'sacred,' can become an end in itself; an idol that hides both God and my neighbours. ('When
the means are autonomous they are deadly.') It may even come about that a man's most genuinely Christian actions fall entirely outside that part of his life which he calls religious.
It's easy to compartmentalize our lives and separate our work from our home life, and our social life from the worship
service at church on Sunday. God doesn't work that way, however, as He asks for all of our life to be submitted to His
authority and leading. Of course, He does this for our own good, so that we can enjoy all parts of our lives to the
fullest. In this way, true joy comes from living a life in which all of life is "religious," or done in worship of the Creator.
“So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God.”
1 CORINTHIANS 10:31; (NIV)
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